3700 Euroflex Stackable Cantilever
Euroflex™ - Designed by the most acclaimed female designer
of all time.....Mother Nature.
Euroflex™ construction occupies space with asymmetrical balance, action, rhythm, and movement.......utilizing stress for
structural efficiency.
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Premium Quality Materials
Modern Collaborative Design
Locking Vertical Stacking
14 Gauge Continuous Leg
13 Gauge Under Structure
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Lifetime Frame Warranty
4 Seat Heights
16 Standard Shell Colors
Unique Hard or Soft Glide
Three-Way Cleaning Stack

EuroflexTM Chair Specifications
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 Collaborative four-way seat design  Distinctive, generously sculpted,
dual-textured shell  Responsive, active, posture correct back 

High-Impact,

blush resistant, anti-static, one-piece polypropylene shell  Waterfall front for

Frame: 19", 17", 15” and 13" units: 1-1/8"
diameter, 14-gauge Cold Roll High Strength
Low Alloy Steel & support bar. One peice
continuous leg. All units are welded together
with two seat brackets of 13-gauge dieformed steel, integrally tying all tube parts for
maximum structural integrity. Chairs can be
stacked within like sizes. Frame is hard nickel
chrome plated after all welding is complete.

Shell Colors: Available in standard Black,
Navy, Wine, Taupe, Hunter, Mint, Green
Apple, Teal, Cardinal, Sky, Sunflower,
Sunset, Slate, Copper, Orchid, Violet, Java,
and Burnt Orange.

Standard Chrome Finish: Chrome is comprised
of metal layers (Nickel & Chromium) electrostatically bonded to metal. Our standard is
4-6 mills (25%-50% more than our competitors) of Nickel. Hard-Chrome will not scratch.
CASS test per ASTM B 368 - 22 hours harsh
tested before rust. Our product is chromed
on plateable quality tubing after all welding
is completed.

Models:
 370919"  370717"
 370515"  370313”

Warranty:
 Limited Lifetime Frame Warranty
 Ten Year comprehensive Warranty

Shell Sizes:
3709-07 18.5” wide x 15.5” deep
3505-03 16” wide x 13” deep

Glide System: Unique Patent Pending sled
based toe and foot. Euro design elements and
the highest quality material are combined to
create the highest quality form and function in
the marketplace. Incorporating our exclusive
glide button system available in either nylon,
neophrene, steel, or wool felt bottom. Pick
the right base for the floor surface. Snap
on a new base for surface change or wear
replacement.

enhanced circulation  Built-in handle in seat back  Chair inverts on desk for
floor maintenance  Innovative mobility wings in seat provide more surface and
allow grips for movement  1-1/8" 14ga continuous leg  Long-ferrule inside
holding nylon glides  Exclusive dual stacking system 13 gauge seat brackets
 Superior extra-long welds  Concealed Rivets  Glides make full contact with
floor due to proper vertical load distribution  Lifetime Frame Warranty  USA
Made and USA sourced raw materials  Rainbow of shell colors

Exclusive Glide System
Choose the glide base you need for your floor surface.
When glide needs replacement, snap-lock on a new base.
Nylon, Steel, Neoprene, Wool Felt

USACAPITOL,

2802 Capitol Way, Belton, TX 76513

Euroflex TM Shell: Generously sculpted
one-piece shell is injection molded from
proprietary high impact, blush resistant
polypropylene plastic with and antistatic
additive. Collaborative seat design can be
comfortably sat in all four directions. Dual
textured surface is etched to provide a nonslip surface while assisting in maintaining
like-new appearance. Responsive, active,
back encourages proper task position as
well as ventilation. Seat back incorporates
handle for movement. Innovative design
and rib pattern transfers weight to the frame
while adding rhythm and movement. Mobility
wings in seat provide more surface and grips
for movement. Shell design allows inverted
stacking on desk for floor maintenance. The
shell is attached to frame with four concealed
machine rivets. Waterfall front for enhanced
circulation. Exclusive dual-stacking design.

800-460-1272

www.usacapitol.com

Very well made in the USA.

